First principles calculations are carried to study the structural stability of SiC, GaN, InN, ZnO, and CdSe which are found to transform from a fourfold coordinated wurtzite ͑WZ͒ structure under ambient conditions to two different crystalline structures under loading of different triaxialities. Under hydrostatic compression, transformation into a sixfold coordinated rocksalt ͑RS͒ structure occurs, and under uniaxial compression along the ͓0001͔ direction and uniaxial tension along the ͓0110͔ crystalline direction ͑except SiC and GaN͒, transformation into a fivefold coordinated unbuckled wurtzite phase ͑HX͒ is observed. The lack of the WZ→ HX transformation for SiC and GaN under uniaxial tension along the ͓0110͔ direction is because for these two materials the tensile stress required for the enthalpy of HX to become lower than the enthalpy of WZ is higher than their corresponding ultimate tensile strength. Critical stress levels for the transformations are found to depend on the formation energies of the WZ, HX, and RS structures which in turn are related to the ionicity of each material. The transformations are a manifestation of the tension-compression response asymmetry of these materials.
I. INTRODUCTION
One-to-one binary compounds obeying the octet rule ͑i.e., I-VII, II-VI, III-V, or IV-IV materials͒ are generally semiconductors or insulators. Although these type AB compounds have the same chemical formula units, their crystal structures under ambient conditions show significant variations with bond ionicity. While highly ionic compounds such as CsCl ͑I-VII͒ prefer dense crystal structures with a coordination number of 8 ͑CN= 8͒, compounds such as NaCl ͑also I-VII͒ with lower degrees of ionicity gravitate toward the rocksalt ͑RS͒ structure ͑Fm3m space group͒ with CN= 6. As the degree of ionicity decreases ͑shifting toward covalent bonding states͒, compounds such as ZnO ͑II-VI͒, GaN ͑III-V͒, and SiC ͑IV-IV͒ stabilize in wurtzite ͑WZ͒ ͑P6 3 mc͒ structures with CN= 4. In such covalent compounds, the valence electron counting ͑two electrons in each bond͒ is satisfied through the formation of four bonds for each atom. However, in compounds with higher degrees of ionicity such as CsCl and NaCl, the gain in cation-anion attractions leads to the formation of structures with higher CN. Nevertheless, bond ionicity should not be considered as the only factor in determining crystalline structures in such compounds since the assumption of a particular structure also depends on intrinsic factors such as composition, band structure, valence electrons, bonding states, and structural symmetries. Extrinsic factors such as loading and temperature also play significant roles.
Calculations and experiments have been carried out to study the structural stabilities of these materials. Over two decades ago, first principles calculations have been used to evaluate the formation energies of different crystalline structures ͑see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2͒. X-ray diffraction experiments have been used to determine the natural occurring structures. Consequently, the stable crystalline structures under ambient conditions are well established ͑for a comprehensive review, see Ref. 3͒ . Furthermore, advances in experimental techniques, such as the use of intense and tunable x ray from synchrotron radiation, have also allowed x-ray diffraction analyses under external loading. For hydrostatic compression, it is observed that most materials with low CN structures ͑e.g., WZ and ZB͒ transform into a more compressed crystalline form with higher CN structures ͑e.g., RS͒. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] First principles and empirical potential calculations have yielded phase equilibrium pressures that are comparable but always lower than the transformation pressures measured from experiments. 3, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] The higher experimental values are attributed to the existence of an energy barrier between the phases for each transformation. This finding is supported by, for example, the observation that critical pressure for the upward WZ→ RS transformation is higher than the critical pressure for the downward RS→ WZ transformation 3, 18 or the trapping of nanocrystallite ZnO in the RS phase under ambient condition after a high heat-high pressure treatment. 24 If there was no transformation barrier, the upward and downward transformations would occur at the same pressure and there would be no trapping of the metastable high pressure phase.
The recent synthesis of quasi-one-dimensional nanostructures such as nanowires, nanobelts, and nanorods of GaN, ZnO, and CdSe ͑see, e.g., Refs. 25 and 26͒ necessitates understanding the response of such materials to uniaxial loading. These nanostructures are single crystalline and nearly defect-free and, therefore, are endowed with high strengths and the ability to undergo large deformations without failure. Also, their high surface-to-volume ratios enhance atomic mobility and promote phase transformations under loading. A novel fivefold coordinated unbuckled wurtzite phase ͑HX͒ within the P6 3 / mmc space group was observed in ͓0110͔-oriented ZnO nanowires under uniaxial tensile loading. 27, 28 The stability of this novel phase and the stabilities of WZ and RS phases of ZnO under uniaxial tension along the ͓0110͔ direction as well as hydrostatic compression were analyzed through enthalpy calculations. It is found that the HX structure cannot be stabilized by a hydrostatic pressure. Instead, both empirical potential based molecular dynamics ͑EP-MD͒ simulations and first principles calculations showed that transformation into the HX structure can occur under either tensile loading along the ͓0110͔ direction or compressive loading along the ͓0001͔ direction of sufficient magnitude. For this WZ→ HX transformation, the uniaxial stress deforms the crystal in only one direction. Since the unit cell of HX is significantly shorter than the unit cell of WZ in the c or ͓0001͔ direction ͑details later͒, either compression along the c direction or tension along the perpendicular ͓0110͔ direction can cause the transformation. For compression along the c direction, the corresponding contribution to enthalpy by mechanical work is linearly proportional to − c ⌬c, with c and ⌬c being the compressive stress and the change in unit cell size in the c direction, respectively. For tension along the b direction, the corresponding contribution to enthalpy by mechanical work is linearly proportional to − b ⌬b, with b and ⌬b being the tensile stress and the change in unit cell size in the b direction, respectively. In contrast, for the WZ→ RS transformation, the all around external pressure uniformly compresses the WZ crystal in all directions and causes it to collapse into the RS phase which has a lower equilibrium unit cell volume. The mechanical work contribution to enthalpy is p⌬V, with p and ⌬V being the external pressure and volume reduction, respectively. The discovery of the novel HX phase has subsequently been confirmed in ͓0001͔-oriented ZnO nanoplates 29 and nanowires. 30 To gain insight into the existence of the WZ, HX, and RS structures in materials with different ionicities, we analyze here the energetic favorability of these phases for ZnO and CdSe ͑groups II-VI͒, GaN and InN ͑III-V͒, and SiC ͑IV-IV͒ under uniaxial loading along the ͓0110͔ and ͓0001͔ crystalline axes as well as under hydrostatic compression. The likelihood of transformations from WZ into HX or RS and the effort of load triaxialities on the transformations are analyzed.
II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
The natural form of the five materials studied is wurtzite, as shown in Fig. 1 ͑left column͒. This structure is quantified customarily by the lattice constant a, the c / a ratio, and the internal parameter u which specifies the relative distance along the c axis between the two hexagonal-close-packed cation and anion sublattices. To describe the HX and RS structures and the transformation from WZ to each of these phases, an extra lattice parameter b and an internal parameter v are introduced. 19, 20 v defines the horizontal distance along the b axis between the cation and anion sublattices. Out of the five parameters ͑a, b, c, u, and v͒ illustrated in Fig. 1 , only the three external ones ͑a, b, and c͒ can be directly manipulated through applied loading. The two internal parameters ͑u and v͒ cannot be varied directly. These parameters are determined such that, for any given configuration, Table I . The c / a value for HX is obtained via enthalpy minimization. All other parameters are determined from the geometry of each structure, for instance, perfect tetrahedral coordination for WZ and perfect cubic for RS. Actual values of these parameters can deviate from those in the table, depending on the material, loading, and temperature.
III. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
First principles calculations are carried out to evaluate the total energy of each material in its natural and deformed For realistic rendering, the images shown are drawn to scale using parameters for ZnO at equilibrium conditions, i.e., ambient pressure for WZ, =− c eq for HX, and p = p eq for RS. ⌬V, ⌬b, and ⌬c are the percentage changes in V ͑volume͒, b, and c relative to the same quantities for WZ.
states. The calculations are based on the density functional theory ͑DFT͒ with local density approximation ͑LDA͒ and ultrasoft pseudopotentials, 31 as implemented in the VASP code. 32 Test calculations have shown that generalize gradient approximations ͑GGAs͒ give the results that are qualitatively the same as LDA. 33 Zinc 3d, gallium 3d, indium 4d, and cadmium 4d electrons are treated as valence electrons. Cutoff energies for the plane wave expansion are 400 eV for ZnO, 180 eV for CdSe, 350 eV for nitrides, and 300 eV for SiC. The k-point sampling set is based on a 7 ϫ 7 ϫ 7 division of the reciprocal unit cell based on the Monkhorst-Pack scheme 34 with the ⌫ point included, which gives approximately 100 inequivalent k points.
The stability of each crystal structure and compound can be determined by analyzing enthalpy as a function of c / a and b / a. The enthalpy per a wurtzite unit cell under uniaxial loading is
where E is the formation energy per wurtzite unit cell, i is the stress along the i direction, q i is the lattice parameter in the i direction, A jk is the cross section area of the unit cell perpendicular to the stress direction, and A jk i q i ͑summation not implied͒ is the external work. 
where p and V = abc / 2 are the pressure and unit cell volume, respectively. Under ambient pressure, the enthalpy is equal to the internal formation energy. Note that a wurtzite unit cell contains two cation-anion pairs, i.e., 2 f.u. and occupy the volume V = abc / 2. For each c / a and b / a pair, the internal parameters u and v and the unit cell volume V are allowed to relax so that the configuration that yields the minimum H is obtained. For a given load condition, the minima on the enthalpy surface with c / a and b / a as the independent variables identify the corresponding stable and metastable structures. For the analyses at hand, the parameter ranges considered are ͓1.00, 1.63͔ for c / a and ͓1.00, 1.73͔ for b / a, with the increments of 0.05 for c / a and 0.10 for b / a. This meshing of the structural space results in approximately 170 strained configurations. For tensile loading along the b direction, additional configurations with b / a up to 2.30 are also investigated, increasing the number of total configurations to 200. Out of these 170 or 200 configurations, those around ͑c / a , b / a͒ Ϸ͑1.63, 1.73͒, ͑1.2, 1.73͒, and ͑1.00, 1.00͒ are more carefully analyzed since these three parameter sets define the neighborhoods of stable WZ, HX, and RS structures, respectively, for the given load condition.
For each strained configuration ͑each c / a-b / a pair͒, the energies associated with at least four different unit cell volumes are calculated. An equation of state ͑energy-volume relation͒ is obtained by a third-degree polynomial fit. Under loading, the volume that minimizes H is not the same as the volume that minimizes E. The equation of state allows the minimum enthalpy for each combination of c / a-b / a pair and loading condition to be obtained. As an illustration, the energy and enthalpy are shown in Fig. 2 as functions of volume for WZ ZnO ͑c / a = 1.61 and b / a = 1.73͒ under hydrostatic pressure. At ambient pressure ͑p Ϸ 0͒, the energy and enthalpy are equal and the minimum enthalpy is equal to E͑V 0 ͒, with V 0 being the equilibrium volume of WZ in a stress-free state. At p = p 1 , the minimum enthalpy occurs at V = V 1 for which dE / dV =−p 1 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Ambient conditions (stress-free state)
Figure 3͑a͒ shows the energy ͑or enthalpy at zero external loading͒ landscape for ZnO. The global minimum occurs at the wurtzite structure with ͑c / a , b / a͒ = ͑1.61, 1.73͒. The sections of the surface along b / a = 1.73 ͑solid line͒ and 1.00 ͑dash line͒ are shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . By virtue of symmetry, b / a is fixed at ͱ 3͑Ϸ1.73͒ for WZ and HX and at 1.00 for RS. Clearly, in stress-free state, WZ is the most stable structure with the lowest energy, HX has higher energy and is not stable ͑no local minimum͒, and the RS structure is metastable with a high energy. For CdSe, GaN, InN, and SiC, the shapes of the energy landscapes ͑not shown but can be found online 35 ͒ are similar to that of ZnO. Their two-dimensional ͑2D͒ sections at b / a = 1.73 and 1.00 are shown in Fig. 4 to slightly overestimate the ionicity in materials, the trend of ionicity between materials should be qualitatively correct. Therefore, Phillips' ionic scale ͑f i ͒, 37 which has the range between 0 ͑the least ionic͒ and 1͑the most ionic͒, is used here by choice. The values of f i for the compounds studied here are listed in Table II . 37 The variations of ⌬E HX−WZ and ⌬E RS−WZ with f i are shown in Fig. 5 . For RS, ⌬E RS−WZ ͑solid line͒ decreases monotonically as f i increases. For HX, ⌬E HX−WZ ͑dash line͒ decreases monotonically with f i ͑except for CdSe͒. This is expected because compounds with higher levels of ionicity can significantly lower their energies through increases in CN. While ionicity is not the only factor that determines the relative stability of crystal structures, it clearly affects the stability of structures. For covalent compounds ͑e.g., SiC and GaN͒, the structure with fourfold coordination is highly favored, resulting in large differences between the formation energies of RS ͑sixfold͒ and WZ ͑fourfold͒ and between the formation energies of HX ͑five-fold͒ and WZ. On the other hand, for compounds with higher levels of ionicity, the differences in formation energies among RS, HX, and WZ are lower. In this paper, only ionic compounds that have fourfold coordinated structures ͑WZ͒ under ambient conditions are considered. For all compounds, WZ has the lowest energy and RS has the highest energy, except for CdSe whose RS phase has a slightly lower energy than its HX phase.
B. Hydrostatic compression
Sufficiently high pressures can cause the WZ structure to collapse into the denser RS phase. As shown in Fig. 1 , the volume of the RS structure is ϳ17% smaller than the volume of the WZ structure ͑⌬V Ϸ −0.17V 0 , with V 0 being the equilibrium volume of WZ͒. For a given constant pressure p, the difference in contributions to enthalpy by mechanical work between RS and WZ is approximately p⌬V ͑neglecting the difference in bulk moduli of the two phases͒. If p is sufficiently high, mechanical work can overcome the formation energy difference, driving the transformation forward. Figure  6 The equilibrium pressure p eq between the WZ and RS structures ͑the pressure at which the enthalpies of RS and WZ become equal͒ can be obtained by examining the enthalpy surfaces at several pressures. This pressure is identified with the intercept of the enthalpy curve with the horizontal axis in Fig. 6 . The enthalpy surfaces of all five materials at their equilibrium pressure p eq are qualitatively the same ͑not shown here but can be found online 35 ͒. Therefore, we choose to present only the enthalpy surface for InN in Fig. 7͑a͒ . The corresponding 2D section is shown in Fig.  7͑b͒ . At p Ͻ p eq , WZ has the lowest enthalpy. As p is increased above p eq , RS has a lower enthalpy than WZ. p eq depends strongly on the ionicity of the compound. This is expected because the initial energy difference between WZ and RS ͑⌬E RS−WZ = E RS − E WZ ͒ depends on the ionicity of the material ͑from ⌬E RS−WZ = 2.74 eV for SiC to 0.30 eV for CdSe͒. SiC has the highest ⌬E RS−WZ and therefore the highest p eq ͑64.9 GPa͒. CdSe has the lowest ⌬E RS−WZ and therefore the lowest p eq ͑2.2 GPa͒. The equilibrium pressures of the five materials are listed in Table III . Our calculated equilibrium pressures are in good agreement with other calculated results in general ͑see Table III͒ . To compare with experiments, one should not directly compare the calculated equilibrium pressure with either the critical pressures of the upward or downward WZ to RS transformations. This is because there is a transformation barrier between the two phases that causes the upward critical pressure to be higher ͑and the downward critical pressure to be lower͒ than the equilibrium pressure. 3, 18 The averages between the upward and downward critical pressures, shown as p t in Table III, are shown as an approximate experimental equilibrium pressures and are in good agreement with the calculated equilibrium pressures.
To gain insight on the transformation enthalpy barrier, we extracted ͑from the plots͒ the homogeneous transformation barrier ͑in the unit of eV/2 pairs͒ of these five materials and tabulated in Table III 20 ͑for GaN͒ of 0.9 eV/ 2 pairs. We can see that the magnitude of the barrier increases with the zero pressure energy difference between phases ͑⌬E RS−WZ ͒, hence the ionicity. The detailed investigation of the barriers will be a subject of further study on more materials in the future. Figure 8 shows the variation of equilibrium pressure with the initial energy difference. An approximately linear dependence of p eq on ⌬E RS−WZ is seen. The linear fit gives
The units of p eq and ⌬E RS−WZ are in GPa and eV/2 pairs, respectively. This approximate universal relationship can be used to estimate the difference in the formation energy of the RS and WZ phases when the equilibrium pressure is known or vice versa. Figure 6 also shows that the ⌬H HX−WZ line never intercepts the horizontal axis for all five materials over the pressure range analyzed. Obviously, HX is not a thermodynamically stable structure under hydrostatic compression and the WZ→ HX transformation does not occur for such conditions. Figure 1 shows that HX has a lattice constant c significantly shorter ͑ϳ19% ͒ than that of WZ in the ͓0001͔ direction. This difference allows WZ to transform into HX via compression in the c direction. Under constant compressive stess − c ͑negative sign indicates compression͒, the mechanical contribution to the enthalpy difference between WZ and HX is −A ab c ⌬c, where ⌬c Ϸ −0.19c. A sufficiently high − c would allow mechanical work to offset the energy difference between HX and WZ, affecting the transformation into the HX structure. The shapes of the enthalpy surfaces for SiC, GaN, InN, and ZnO at their respective equilibrium compressive stress − c eq are qualitatively the same ͑not shown here but can be found online 35 ͒. Therefore, we choose ͒ is the value of the compressive ͑tensile͒ force per unit area along the c direction ͑b direction͒ at which the WZ and HX structures are in equilibrium. For CdSe, although − c eq = 3.8 GPa provides equilibrium between the WZ and HX phases, the RS phase has a lower enthalpy ͑hence more stable͒ under this condition. The transformation enthalpy barrier in eV/2 pairs between the WZ and RS phases at a given equilibrium pressure are given in square brackets following p eq in the same column. show similar trends, with similar slopes. This is because for the WZ→ RS transformation, ⌬c / c Ϸ 18%, while for the WZ→ HX transformation, ⌬c / c Ϸ 19%. For all materials except CdSe, ⌬H HX−WZ is always lower than ⌬H RS−WZ , indicating that HX is more stable than RS under compression in the c direction. For CdSe, where initially ͑i.e., under no load condition͒ the RS phase has a slightly lower energy than HX, ⌬H RS−WZ is always lower than ⌬H HX−WZ , indicating that RS is the preferred structure over HX under uniaxial compression along the ͓0001͔ direction as well as under hydrostatic compression. As a result, the the enthalpy surface at − c eq of CdSe ͓Fig. 9͑b͔͒ is qualitatively different from those of the other four materials ͓rep-resented by Fig. 9͑a͔͒, i. e., the RS phase has lower enthalpy. The equilibrium stress for the transformation ͑− c eq ͒ of each material is shown in Fig. 10 . Below − c eq , WZ phase is stable. Above − c eq , HX is stable ͑RS for CdSe͒. The values of − c eq depend on the initial energy difference ͑⌬E͒ between WZ and HX and are listed in Table III . For SiC, ⌬E = E HX − E WZ = 2.53 eV, the stress required to cause the HX→ WZ transformation is high ͑− c eq = 60.5 GPa͒. On the other hand, for ZnO, ⌬E = 0.26 eV and − c eq = 6.0 GPa which is only 1 / 10 of the stress level required for SiC. This linear trend is clearly seen in Fig. 11 which shows − c eq as a function of ⌬E for the materials analyzed. The linear fit gives
C. Uniaxial compression along the [0001] direction
The coefficients in the equation are based on the units of − c eq and ⌬E HX−WZ in GPa and eV/2 pairs, respectively. The similarity in the numerical values of coefficients of Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑3͒ is fortuitous. Note that the WZ-HX homogeneous transformation enthalpy barrier is significantly lower than that of WZ-RS, i.e., always less than 0.1 eV/ 2 pairs for all materials studied except SiC. However, for SiC, the barrier is only slightly higher, i.e., 0.13 eV/ 2 pairs.
D. Uniaxial tension along the †0110 ‡ direction
The HX structure also has a longer dimension in the ͓0110͔ direction compared to the WZ structure ͑longer by approximately 9%, see Fig. 1 , middle column͒. This difference allows WZ to transform into HX via tension in the b ͓͑0110͔͒ direction. Note that the difference in b between the two structures is only about half of the difference in c. Accordingly, the mechanical enthalpy contribution A ac b ⌬b is roughly half of the case of c compression for the comparable stress magnitude. Only three ͑InN, ZnO, and CdSe͒ out of the five materials studied have a local minimum corresponding to the HX structure under tensile loading along the b direction. We choose to present the enthalpy surfaces for InN ͑those for ZnO and CdSe can be found online 35 ͒ at the equilibrium tensile stress b eq ͓Fig. 12͑a͔͒ with its 2D section plot ͓Fig. 12͑b͔͒. The plot 35 tions have shown that under tensile loading, ͓0110͔-oriented ZnO nanowires can indeed transform into the HX structure under tensile loading. 28 The nanowires can sustain tensile stresses up to 14 GPa before failure, which is well above the equilibrium stress b eq predicted here. The equilibrium transformation stress of b eq = 5.8 GPa for CdSe is the lowest among the materials studied. For nanostructures, other factors such as surface effects may contribute to facilitate the WZ→ HX transformation. 39 As a result, HX can emerge as ͒ is the equilibrium value of the c-direction compressive stress ͑b-direction tensile stress͒ for the HX and RS structures ͑see Fig. 11 . Note that the b eq of CdSe may be higher than its fracture strength. A local minimum for HX is not observed in the enthalpy surfaces for SiC and GaN, even at extremely high theoretical levels of b ͑60 GPa for SiC and 30 GPa for GaN͒. 35 The lack of transformation in these materials can be attributed to the fact that their equilibrium transformation stresses are higher than their respective ultimate tensile strengths ͑ b eq ӷ UTS ͒. Indeed, EP-MD simulations have shown that for GaN nanowires, UTS Ϸ 30 GPa, 40 only a fraction of the rough estimation of equilibrium stress of c eq ജ 60 GPa. The b eq of SiC is even higher since it has a higher energy difference between WZ and HX, making it more likely to have fractured before reaching its theoretical equilibrium stress of c eq ജ 120 GPa.
V. CONCLUSIONS
First principles calculations are carried out to study the stability of the WZ, RS, and HX phases of SiC, GaN, InN, ZnO, and CdSe under loading of different triaxialities. The energy of the materials correlates with their ionicity. At ambient conditions, WZ has the lowest energy level, HX has the second highest energy level, and RS has the highest energy level ͑with the exception of CdSe whose RS phase has a lower energy level than its HX phase͒. All five materials have the fourfold wurtzite structure as their stable and naturally occurring phase. Under all around hydrostatic compression, the materials can transform into the sixfold coordinated RS structure. Under uniaxial compression along the ͓0001͔ direction and uniaxial tension along the ͓0110͔ direction, the materials can transform into the fivefold coordinated unbuckled wurtzite structure. The equilibrium conditions for the transformations are outlined. For the WZ→ RS transformation, the equilibrium hydrostatic pressures ͑p eq ͒ are predicted to be 64.9, 44.1, 12.2, 8.2, and 2.2 GPa for SiC, GaN, InN, ZnO, and CdSe, respectively. These values are in good agreement with other theoretical calculations and experimental measurements. For the WZ→ HX transformation under uniaxial compression along the ͓0001͔ direction, the equilibrium stresses ͑− c eq ͒ are 60.5, 30.5, 9.6, and 6.0 GPa for SiC, GaN, InN, and ZnO, respectively. For CdSe, uniaxial compression along the ͓0001͔ direction induces a WZ→ RS transformation at a stress of 2.4 GPa instead of the WZ→ HX transformation because the formation energy of RS is lower than HX for CdSe. For the WZ→ HX transformation under uniaxial tension along the ͓0110͔ direction, the equilibrium transformation stresses ͑ b eq ͒ are 14.7, 10.8, and 5.8 GPa for InN, ZnO, and CdSe, respectively. The stress level for CdSe is close to its fracture limit. No transformation is observed for SiC and GaN under tension along the ͓0110͔ direction due to the fact that their theoretical equilibrium transformation stresses are well above their respective ultimate fracture strengths. The magnitudes of p eq , − c eq , and b eq are approximately linearly dependent with the formation energy differences between the relevant phase of the materials. Based on the calculations of five materials, we established a general linear function between p eq and RS− WZ energy difference that could be useful for predicting the difference in formation energy of the RS and WZ phases of other materials when the equilibrium pressure is known or vice versa. 
